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Abstract. Let E/F be a cyclic extension of p-adic fields and n a positive integer. Arthur and Clozel constructed a base change process π → π E which associates to a smooth irreducible representation of GL n (F ) a smooth irreducible representation of GL n (E), invariant under Gal(E/F ). When π is tempered, π E is tempered and is characterized by an identity (the Shintani character relation) relating the character of π to the character of π E twisted by the action of Gal(E/F ). In this paper we show that the Shintani relation also holds when π is unitary or elliptic. We prove similar results for the extension C/R. As a corollary we show that for a cyclic extension E/F of number fields the base change for automorphic residual representations of GL n (A F ) respects the Shintani relation at each place of F.
Introduction
Our goal in this paper is to extend results of Arthur and Clozel ([AC] ) on local base change for tempered representations and global base change for cuspidal representations. In particular, for padic fields, we show that the Shintani character relation expresses base change for unitary or elliptic representations. Globally we construct base change for residual representations compatible with the local Shintani character relations.
Let us give some detail, first in the p-adic case, for a prime number p. Let E/F be a cyclic extension of p-adic fields of degree l, σ a generator of Gal(E/F ) and n a positive integer. To each smooth irreducible representation π of GL n (F ), Arthur and Clozel attach a pair (π E , I π E ), called here base change of π, where π E is a smooth irreducible representation of GL n (E) and I π E is an isomorphism of π E onto π σ E . When π is tempered, π E is tempered and is characterized by the Shintani character relation:
for any σ-regular element g of GL n (E): in this relation χ π is the character of π, χ π E ,σ is the twisted character of π E associated to the choice of σ, and N g is an element of GL n (F ), called the norm of g, conjugate in GL n (E) to gg σ g σ 2 ...g σ l−1 . This result extends easily to essentially tempered representations and to Levi subgroups of GL n (F ) instead of GL n (F ). In general, π is the Langlands quotient of a parabolically induced representation from an essentially tempered representation τ , of some Levi subgroup, and π E is then defined to be the Langlands quotient of the induced representation from τ E . Easy examples show that the Shintani relation does not hold for general π and its base change (see Example after the prop. 6.5). If the Shintani relation holds, we say that π E is a Shintani lift of π. Our main local result is:
Theorem. When π is unitary or elliptic, π E is a Shintani lift of π.
We also prove the same result in the case of the Archimedean extension C/R.
In the sequel, we say that π has a Shintani lift to mean that π and its base change π E verify the Shintani relation -thus it is automatic when π is tempered. We call Shintani lift or simply lift the process of showing that certain classes of representations of GL n (F ) have a Shintani lift.
Our global result (Theorem E, section 3) concerns residual automorphic representations. We consider a cyclic extension E/F of degree l of number fields, and an automorphic discrete series representation π of GL n (A F ). If v is a place of F and w a place of E above v, the component π v of π at v has a Shintani lift π ′ w to GL n (E w ) and we form the admissible representation π ′ := ⊗ w π ′
The Theorem for elliptic representations is deduced by local methods from the case of square integrable representations (done in [AC] ) using the explicit description of elliptic representations (see section 6.4).
To treat unitary representations, an important local step is the following, proved in section 6:
Proposition. Let π i be smooth irreducible representations of GL n i (F ), i = 1, 2. Assume that π i has Shintani lift π i,E and that the parabolically induced representations π 1 × π 2 and π 1,E × π 2,E are irreducible. Then the base change of π 1 × π 2 is π 1,E × π 2,E . The representation π 1,E × π 2,E is also a Shintani lift for π 1 × π 2 .
The notation π 1 × π 2 stands for the representation of GL n 1 +n 2 (F ) obtained by normalized parabolic induction from π 1 ⊗ π 2 , with respect to the upper triangular parabolic subgroup with Levi subgroup the group of block diagonal matrices of size n 1 and n 2 . This Proposition implies a short proof of the Theorem when π is unitary and spherical, a result proved in [AC] by global means. It also implies that to prove the Theorem for general unitary irreducible representations, it is enough to prove it for the so-called Speh representations u(δ, k) (see section 2.1 for the definition). To prove the Theorem for Speh representations, we follow the local-global method of Arthur and Clozel and use the trace formula ( [AC] Chapter 2). For such a Speh representation π = u(δ, k) there is :
(i) a cyclic extension E/F of number fields giving the extension E/F at a place v of F, (ii) an automorphic discrete series representation Π of GL n (A F ) such that Π v ≃ π and such that at all places v ′ of F different from v, Π v ′ has a Shintani lift. From the trace formula it follows that π has a Shintani lift. The same type of proof works for the Archimedean case. Once the local lift is proved for all unitary representations, the global lift for residual automorphic representations is obtained by the trace formula of [AC] and arguments of compatibility between the local and global settings.
We want to thank the referee warmly for his careful reading and his many remarks which helped us to substantially improve the quality of this presentation.
Notation and basic facts (local)
In the following sections of chapter 2, except the last one 2.6, F will be a p-adic field. We write O F for the ring of integers of F and q F for the cardinality of the residue field. We fix a uniformizer π F of F and let | | F be the absolute value on F defined by |π F | F = q −1 F . We consider complex smooth representations of linear groups over F , which we simply call "representations".
2.1. Classifications. Let n be a positive integer. Put G F = GL n (F ). Let Z F be the center of G F . Let K F := GL n (O F ) and fix Haar measures on G F , resp. Z F , such that vol(K F ) = 1, resp. vol(Z F ∩ K F ) = 1. Let B F be the Borel subgroup made of upper triangular matrices and U F the unipotent subgroup of B F made of upper triangular matrices with 1 on the diagonal.
For any k ∈ N * , let ν denote the character of GL k (F ) given by the composition of the norm | | F with the determinant map. The twist of a representation π (of G F ) with a character χ (of G F ) will be written simply χπ (instead of χ ⊗ π). Moreover, when we write χπ for a character χ of F × and a representation π of G F we mean (χ • det)π.
A smooth representation ρ of G F is cuspidal if ρ is irreducible and has a non-zero coefficient with compact support modulo Z F . A smooth representation δ of G F is square integrable if δ is irreducible, unitary, and has a non-zero coefficient which is square integrable over G F /Z F . An essentially square integrable representation is the twist of a square integrable representation with a character. Any essentially square integrable representation δ may be written as δ = ν e(δ) δ u where e(δ) is a real number, and δ u is a square integrable representation. Then δ determines e(δ) -which is called the exponent of δ -and δ u .
A standard Levi subgroup of G F is a subgroup L of block diagonal matrices of given sizes. If n 1 , n 2 , ..., n k (where k i=1 n i = n) are the sizes of blocks, then L is identified with the product k i=1 GL n i (F ) (which is GL n 1 (F ) × GL n 2 (F ) × ... × GL n k (F ) in this order). We denote by P L the parabolic subgroup generated by L and B F . The definitions of cuspidal representation and square integrable representation extend to L in the obvious way. Here ind G F L will denote the normalized parabolic induction from (L, P L ) to G F . Then, if π i is an admissible representation of G n i (F ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k we write π 1 × π 2 × ... × π k for ind G F L π 1 ⊗ π 2 ⊗ ... ⊗ π k . We call π 1 × π 2 × ... × π k the product of the representations π i and we sometimes denote it k i=1 π i , not forgetting that the product is not commutative.
Let us recall the Bernstein-Zelevinsky classification of essentially square integrable representations ( [BZ] , [Ze] ). If δ is a square integrable representation of GL n (F ), there exists a pair (k, ρ), where k is a divisor of n and ρ is a unitary cuspidal representation of GL n k (F ) such that δ is isomorphic to the unique irreducible subrepresentation Z(ρ, k) of ν 2 ρ (this induced representation also has a unique irreducible quotient, its Langlands quotient, defined below). The integer k and the isomorphism class of ρ are determined by the isomorphism class of δ.
Let δ be an essentially square integrable representation. Then there exist a positive integer k, k|n, and a cuspidal representation ρ of GL n k (F ) such that δ is the unique irreducible subrepresentation of ν k−1 ρ × ν k−2 ρ × ... × ρ. The set {ρ, νρ, ..., ν k−1 ρ} is a Zelevinsky segment, the Zelevinsky segment of δ. The integer k is its length. If δ is an irreducible unitary representation of a standard Levi subgroup L, in particular if δ is square integrable, then the induced representation ind G F L δ is irreducible ( [Be] ). We define here a tempered representation to be an (irreducible) representation of the form ind G F L δ, where δ is a square integrable representation of L. An essentially tempered representation is the twist of a tempered representation with a character. Then any essentially tempered representation τ may be written as τ = ν e(τ ) τ u where e(τ ) is a real number, and τ u is a tempered representation. Then τ determines e(τ ) -which is called the exponent of τ -and τ u .
We recall the Langlands classification ( [Re] VII.4.2). Let τ 1 , τ 2 , ..., τ k be tempered representations of groups GL n i (F ) and α 1 > α 2 > ... > α k real numbers. We say that the essentially tempered representations ν α i τ i are in standard or strictly decreasing order. Then k i=1 ν α i τ i has a unique irreducible quotient, called the Langlands quotient and denoted here Lg(ν α 1 τ 1 , ν α 2 τ 2 , ..., ν α k τ k ). Every irreducible representation π of G n (F ) is isomorphic with such a Lg(ν α 1 τ 1 , ν α 2 τ 2 , ..., ν α k τ k ) such that k, α 1 , α 2 , ..., α k and the isomorphism classes of τ 1 , τ 2 , ..., τ k are determined by the isomorphism class of π. We may extend this definition to the case when α 1 ≥ α 2 ≥ ... ≥ α k , and this will be convenient, for example, for the proof of Proposition 6.4. We say then that the essentially tempered representations ν α i τ i are in decreasing order. Set α i 1 = α 1 and let α i 2 > α i 3 > ... > α ir be the subsequence of α 1 , α 2 , ..., α k made of all elements α i such that
is an irreducible tempered representation and we have
, ..., ν α ir τ ′ ir ). Moreover, if an irreducible representation π of G F is given, then π is isomorphic to some Lg(ν α 1 τ 1 , ν α 2 τ 2 , ..., ν α k τ k ) with τ i square integrable and α 1 ≥ α 2 ≥ ... ≥ α k . If τ i are given essentially tempered representations, we define Lg(τ 1 , τ 2 , ..., τ k ) or Lg(τ 1 × τ 2 × ... × τ k ) as being the Langlands quotient when we order τ i in such an order that their exponents are in decreasing order, and this is independent of the order we choose with that property.
If τ is a tempered representation and k ∈ N * , we will write u(τ, k) for Lg(ν
The irreducible unitary representations of the groups GL n (F ) have been classified by Tadić ([Ta1] ), using also the already quoted result of Bernstein ([Be] ). We describe Tadić's result. Let U be the set of isomorphism classes of representations u(δ, k), π(u(δ, k), α) where δ is a square integrable representation, k is a positive integer and α ∈]0, 1 2 [. Then all the representations in U are irreducible and unitary. Any product of representations in U is irreducible. Any irreducible unitary representation π of any GL n (F ), n ∈ N * , is isomorphic to such a product of representations from U , and the factors of the product are determined by π up to isomorphism and permutation.
Let ψ be a non-trivial additive character of F ; we define Θ ψ :
If π is irreducible, the space of Whittaker functionals W (π, ψ) is of dimension 0 or 1. We say that a smooth representation π is generic if π is irreducible and the dimension of W (π, ψ) is 1, a condition which does not depend of the choice of ψ. (For n = 1, U F is trivial, so all the characters of GL 1 (F ) are generic.)
According to [Ze] Theorem 9.7, an irreducible representation γ is generic if and only if γ is isomorphic to an irreducible product ν α i δ i with α i ∈ R and δ i are square integrable representations (in [Ze] , generic representations are called non-degenerate). If a generic representation γ is the Langlands quotient of a representation induced from an essentially tempered representation t of a standard Levi subgroup, it follows that γ is the full induced representation from t. If, moreover, γ is unitary, Tadić's classification implies that γ is an irreducible product If γ is a unitary generic representation as before and k ∈ N * , then the induced representation ν
2 γ has a unique irreducible quotient which we denote u(γ, k) (we recall that u(γ, k) has already been defined when γ is tempered). With the notation at the beginning of the last paragraph, we have then u(γ, k) ≃ ν α i u(δ i , k) (see [Ba2] 4.1, for example). In particular, Tadić's classification implies that u(γ, k) is unitary. Notice that the local component of a global cuspidal representation is unitary generic, so the local component of an automorphic residual representation, according to the Moeglin and Waldspurger classification ([MW1] , recalled below, section 4), is always of type u(γ, k) for some unitary generic representation γ.
A representation π of G F is said to be spherical if π is irreducible and has a non-zero vector fixed under K F = GL n (O F ). Let π = Lg(δ 1 , δ 2 , ..., δ k ) be an irreducible representation of G F , where δ 1 , δ 2 , ..., δ k are essentially square integrable representations. Then π is spherical if and only if all the δ i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, are unramified characters of GL 1 .
2.2. The normalized σ-intertwining operator. Let E be a cyclic extension of F and l := [E : F ]. Let N E/F : E → F be the norm of the extension. Fix a generator σ of Gal(E/F ). Put G E = GL n (E). The Haar measure on G E is defined in the same way as on G F . If s ∈ Gal(E/F ) and x ∈ G E , then we write s(x) or x s for the matrix obtained from x by applying s to all the coefficients. Then
If (Π, V ) is a representation of G E and s ∈ Gal(E/F ), we write (Π s , V ) for the representation of G E given by g → Π(g s ). We then say Π is s-stable if Π s ≃ Π. Let us say a few words about the behavior of this Galois action on representations with respect to the induction functor. Let (Π, V ) be a representation of G E by right translations in some space of functions on G E and s ∈ Gal(E/F ). For f ∈ V define f s by x → f (s(x)). Let sV be the space {f s , f ∈ V } and let (sΠ, sV ) be the representation of G E by right translations in sV . By abuse, we denote sometimes s : V → sV the map f → f s , a notation used also in [AC] . Assume π = ind
Indeed, by definition, π is the representation by right translations in the space
L τ s is the representation of G E by right translations in the space:
δ is the modulus character of the parabolic subgroup P L from which we induce. Notice that the space of τ s is the same space W as for τ , but V = U (unless, for example, τ s = τ ). Now f → f s is a bijection from V to U which intertwines π s with sπ, hence an identification U = sV and ind
Let I : W → W be an intertwining operator between τ and τ s . Parabolic induction is a functor, and we let ind G E L I : V → U be the intertwining operator (between π and sπ) parabolically induced from I. We let
Definition. We say I s (π) is the s-operator on π obtained from I by the parabolic induction procedure.
The operator I s (π) is an operator on the space of π which intertwines π and π s . If, for example, n = 2, L = GL 1 (E) × GL 1 (E) and τ is an unramified character of L, if I is trivial, then V = U , but I s (τ ) is equal to f ( . ) → f (s −1 ( . )), which is not identity (unless E = F ).
Important. Most often we will meet the following situation: π = ind G E L τ has an irreducible subquotient π 0 of our interest, which is multiplicity one and s-stable. Then the s-operator I s (π) on π obtained from I by the parabolic induction procedure induces by the multiplicity one property (see section Group with automorphism of the Appendix) an operator I s (π 0 ) on π 0 , well defined in the sense that it does not depend on the way we realize π 0 as a subquotient of π.
Definition. We say I s (π 0 ) is the s-operator on π 0 obtained from I by p.i.m.o. (p.i.m.o. stands for parabolic induction and multiplicity one).
It is known, and easy to check, that the map h :
L τ (this is the transitivity of the parabolic induction functor).
With these notation, if τ is s-stable and I intertwines τ and τ s , we have the transitivity property:
(b) Let π 0 be an irreducible s-stable subquotient of π of multiplicity one. Let τ ′ 0 be the irreducible subquotient of τ ′ such that π 0 is a subquotient of ind
Claim (b) will be important for crucial proofs in this article.
Proof. (a) follows from simple verification starting with the definition of h. 
of multiplicity one, and we let (u, w) be the maximal pair of subrepresentations of ind
We end up with a chain of inclusions ind
L ′ U admitting π 0 as a quotient (indeed, the image by F of such a submodule is included in u by Proposition 7.1 (a)). The result then follows from the section Group with automorphism of the Appendix.
Let Π be an irreducible σ-stable representation of G E . Following [AC] , we want to produce a canonical isomorphism I = I Π of Π onto Π σ ; in particular, if φ is an isomorphism of Π onto another representation Π ′ of G E we shall have by construction
Let us first treat the case where Π is generic. Choosing a non-trivial additive character ψ of F , we put ψ E := ψ • tr E/F . Because ψ E is invariant under σ, we have W (Π σ , ψ E ) = W (Π, ψ E ) and any isomorphism of Π onto Π σ induces an automorphism (actually, a non-zero homothety) of W (Π, ψ E ). Consequently, there is a unique isomorphism I gen Π of Π onto Π σ inducing identity on W (Π, ψ E ). This is the normalized σ-intertwining operator for generic representations.
Let a ∈ F × and put ψ a : x → ψ(ax); then the map λ → λ • Π(diag(a n−1 , a n−2 , ..., a, 1)) gives an isomorphism of W (Π, ψ E ) onto W (Π, ψ a E ); since a is fixed by σ, we see that
are compatible with isomorphisms.
Let now Π be general, irreducible and σ-stable. Then Π is in some isomorphism class Lg(Π 1 , Π 2 , ..., Π k ), where Π 1 , Π 2 , ..., Π k are essentially tempered -hence generic -in standard order e(Π 1 ) > e(Π 2 ) > ... > e(Π k ). As Π σ is then in the class Lg(Π σ 1 , Π σ 2 , ..., Π σ k ), by unicity we get that Π i is σ-stable. Then the normalized σ-intertwining operator I Π of Π is by definition the σ-operator on Π obtained from I
and σ by p.i.m.o.. We have the:
we fix a surjective intertwining operator f : Π 1 ×Π 2 ×...×Π k → Π and we obtain a surjective intertwining operator h • f :
The Lemma follows from the fact that I Π and I Π ′ do not depend on the choice of f .
Proof. That is Lemma 2.1 in [AC] I which, however, offers only a hint of the proof. One can reason as follows. Write Π as a Langlands quotient Lg(Π 1 , Π 2 , ..., Π k ) as above. If Π is generic, in fact,
We have noticed, just after having defined I gen Π , that these operators are compatible with isomorphisms, and so is the operator I Π , by Lemma 2.2. So we may assume
where V i is the space of Π i ), and du is a Haar measure on U E ; by loc.cit. the integral is always convergent. Now, for u ∈ U E , we have:
where I is the product I
by the definition of I
. We then get Λ • I Π = Λ from the σ-invariance of Θ ψ E and du. The result follows.
Proof. The induced representation ind G E L γ has a unique line D of Whittaker functionals. So there is one and only one irreducible subquotient Π with non-zero Whittaker functionals. As Π is generic, Π σ is generic and by multiplicity one and the fact that ind
L I γ stabilizes U and V , and induces by quotient I γ,σ (Π) on Π (see the end of the Appendix).
If Λ is a non-zero Whittaker functional in D, then it induces by restriction a non-zero Whittaker functional Λ U on U . By the same proof as in the previous Lemma 2.3, I γ,σ (ind G E L γ) fixes Λ, so its restriction to U fixes Λ U . This shows that I γ,σ (Π) satisfies the definition of the normalized σ-intertwining operator of Π.
Example. Take for Π the trivial character of G E . When n = 1, the trivial character is generic and I gen Π is identity. For general n, Π is isomorphic to Lg(Π 1 , Π 2 , ..., Π n ) where Π i = ν n−i 2 , and each operator I gen Π i is the identity. Then the σ-intertwining operator on the space V of Π 1 × Π 2 × ... × Π n obtained by the parabolic induction procedure is composition of functions with σ −1 . The space of left invariant functionals on V has dimension one: one can construct one by using a Haar measure on G E and a left Haar measure on its upper triangular subgroup; such a functional is obviously invariant under σ, so the normalized σ-intertwining operator of Π is the identity.
Let χ be any character of E × , invariant under σ, i.e. factorizing through the norm from E to F . Then if Π is isomorphic to Π σ , χΠ is also isomorphic to (χΠ) σ and the normalized σ-intertwining operators are the same (I χΠ = I Π , they act on the same space). From the example above, if Π is any character of G E invariant under σ, then the normalized σ-intertwining operator I Π is the identity.
Remark. Assume (Π, V ) is irreducible, σ-stable and unitary, and ( , ) is a Π-stable scalar product on V . A consequence of Schur's lemma is that every Π-stable scalar product on V is proportional to ( , ). Obviously, the proportionality constant is real positive. Set now < v, v ′ >:
Then < , > is a scalar product, and is Π σ -stable. But then it is also Π-stable. We have < , >= a( , ), with a ∈ R * + . Because I l Π is identity by canonicity of Π, a l = 1 so a = 1. So I Π is a unitary operator of (V, ( , )).
2.3. The norm map. If x ∈ G E , we write N x for the element xx σ ...
(ii) If N x and N y are conjugate in G E , then x and y are σ-conjugate.
So the norm map induces an injection from the set of σ-conjugacy classes in G E into the set of conjugacy classes in G F . If x ∈ G E (or if x is a σ-conjugacy class in G E ) we will write N x for the associated conjugacy class in G F .
If P is a polynomial of degree d with coefficients in F we say P is separable if P has d distinct roots in an algebraic closure of F . If y ∈ G F , we say y is regular semisimple if its characteristic polynomial is separable, and elliptic if its characteristic polynomial is irreducible. A conjugacy class y in G F is called regular semisimple if it contains a regular semisimple element (then all the elements in y are regular semisimple, and regular semisimple classes in G F are parametrized by separable monic polynomials of degree n with coefficients in F ).
We say x ∈ G E is σ-regular semisimple if the class N x is regular semisimple.
2.4. The Shintani relation. Let H(G F ) (resp. H(G E )) be the Hecke algebra of complex functions locally constant with compact support on G F (resp. G E ). If π is a finite length representation of G F , the character of π is the distribution on 
Moreover, χ π is constant on regular semisimple conjugacy classes. Let Π be an irreducible σ-stable representation of G E . The twisted character of Π is by definition the distribution on
) and we will use here one formula or the other 1 . By [AC] Proposition 2.2, the twisted character is given by a locally integrable function χ Π,σ , locally constant on the open set of σ-regular semisimple elements, i.e. tr(Π(f )
The function χ Π,σ is constant on σ-regular conjugacy classes.
Let π be an irreducible admissible representation of G F and Π an irreducible admissible representation of G E . We say Π and π verify the Shintani relation if Π is σ-stable and for all g ∈ G E regular semisimple we have
Note that this depends only on the isomorphism classes of π and Π.
2.5. Matching functions. Let T, T ′ be two maximal tori of G F . Assume T and T ′ are conjugate, T ′ = xT x −1 for some x ∈ G F . A Haar measure dt on T induces then by conjugation a Haar measure dt ′ on T ′ , which does not, actually, depend on the choice of x, as every continuous automorphism of T is measure preserving. We say the measures dt ′ and dt are conjugate. On maximal tori of G F we fix Haar measures such that when two maximal tori are conjugate, the measures are conjugate.
For g ∈ G F , we let G g be the centralizer of g in G F . When g is regular semisimple, G g is a maximal torus.
For g ∈ G E , let G g,σ be the twisted centralizer of g, namely the set of elements y ∈ G E such that
, page 20). We fix on G g,σ the Haar measure defined by the pullback of the Haar measure chosen on G γ . We define orbital integrals Φ and Φ σ with respect to these measures, as in [AC] , page 20:
for the quotient measure and, for φ ∈ H(G E ), g ∈ G E σ-regular semisimple
for the quotient measure.
Then:
If φ and f satisfy conditions (i) and (ii), we say φ and f match. We sometimes simply write φ ↔ f to indicate that φ and f match. The Weyl integration formula shows that Π and π verify the Shintani relation if and only if trI Π Π(φ) = trπ(f ) whenever f ↔ φ. Then π determines Π up to isomorphism.
Remark. In [AC] the terminology "φ and f are associated" is used instead of "φ and f match".
Here we made the choice to use "match" in the local setting and "associate" in the global setting where the nature of the definition is somehow different. (The same for "square integrable" versus "discrete series".) Let H 0 (G F ) (resp. H 0 (G E )) be the sub-algebra of H(G F ) (resp. H(G E )) consisting of spherical functions, i.e. functions which are left and right invariant by K F (resp. K E ). When E/F is unramified, Arthur and Clozel define, using Satake parameters, an algebra morphism b :
. This is the fundamental lemma. We will use the map b later without explaining how it is constructed.
2.6. Archimedean case. Let us now consider briefly the Archimedean case, where F ≃ R or C.
The Langlands classification for G F = GL n (F ) has exactly the same statement as in the p-adic case above ( [BW] Section IV, Theorem 4.11). Also, an irreducible unitary representation of a Levi subgroup of G F gives by normalized parabolic induction an irreducible unitary representation of G F ( [Bar] , and implicit in [Vo2] ). The classification of irreducible unitary representations of G F is also the same as in the p-adic case ( [Ta2] ).
There are differences however between the Archimedean and the p-adic case. Firstly square integrable representations exist only when n = 1 for F ≃ C, and n = 1 or n = 2 for F ≃ R. Secondly there is some subtlety for generic representations. We explain it for an irreducible unitary representation Π on a Hilbert space V , which is our case of interest. The subspace V sm of smooth vectors in V carries a natural Fréchet space topology. On V sm we consider continuous linear functionals λ such that
for all u ∈ U F and all v ∈ V sm . The space of such functionals has dimension 0 or 1 ( [Sh] ) and we say that Π is generic if it is 1. Note, however, that on the (G, K)-module V ∞ attached to V , there might be more functionals of this type ( [Ko] ). In any case, the classification of generic irreducible representations for G F is the same as in the p-adic case ( [Vo] , cf. the explanations in [He2] , Section 2). Let now E/F be the Archimedean extension C/R (up to isomorphism). Let (Π, V ) be an irreducible unitary representation of G E , invariant under σ (i.e. under the conjugation of E over F ). As in the p-adic case, we construct, when Π is generic, a normalized σ-intertwining operator I gen Π on V sm . As in the Remark in Section 2.2, I gen Π is unitary; it extends to a unitary operator on V and stabilizes V ∞ ; we again write I gen Π for the extended operator on V and for the intertwining operator on the (G, K)-module V ∞ induced by restriction. That is valid, in particular, when Π is tempered. We then use the Langlands classification exactly as in the p-adic case to construct a normalized σ-intertwining operator I Π of Π when Π is not generic. When Π itself is generic, then I Π = I gen Π . To prove this, instead of relying on the results of Jacquet and Shalika used in the p-adic case, we use [Wa] 15.6.7, cf. the comments on the page 110 in [JS1] . In the same manner, we get a statement analogous to Proposition 2.4 in the Archimedean case, using [Wa] 15.6.7.
The norm map is defined exactly as in the p-adic case. Characters and twisted characters of representations also exist and the Shintani relation is defined via the same character identity as in section 2.4. Matching functions are defined in the same way and [AC] 7.3 gives the proposition analogous to 2.6 for smooth K-finite functions with compact support. Similarly, Π and π verify the Shintani relation if and only if trI Π • Π(f ) = trπ(φ) whenever we take such matching functions f ↔ φ. We also have trΠ(f ) • I Π = trπ(φ), because for smooth K-finite functions with compact support Π(f ) is of finite rank. We define Shintani lift (or simply lift) exactly as in 2.4.
Results (local)
In this chapter 3, except in the last few lines, E/F is a cyclic extension of p-adic fields of degree l and that we have fixed a generator σ of Gal(E/F ). Let X(E/F ) be the group of characters of F × trivial on N E/F (E × ). By class field theory, X(E/F ) is dual to Gal(E/F ), hence is cyclic of order l. We fix a generator χ of this group X(E/F ). If π is a representation of G F , we set X π for the set of isomorphism classes φπ where φ runs over X(E/F ). We let m(π) be the cardinality of X π (it is the smallest positive integer m such that π ≃ χ m π). It is clear that m(π) divides l. If Π is a representation of G E , we let X Π be the set of isomorphism classes Π x where x runs over Gal(E/F ) and r(Π) be the cardinality of X Π . Then r(Π) is the smallest positive integer r such that Π σ r ≃ Π. It is obvious that r(Π) divides l.
Theorem A is proved in [AC] , Theorem 6.2, Proposition 6.6, Lemma 6.10.
and ρ verify the Shintani relation. The representations π of GL n (F ) such that ρ E and π satisfy the Shintani relation are up to isomorphism the elements of X ρ . One has r(ρ ′ ) = r.
(ii) Let
be a representation of GL n (E), where π ′ is a cuspidal representation of GL n r (E) such that r(π ′ ) = r. Then there exists a cuspidal representation ρ of GL n (F ) such that Π and ρ verify the Shintani relation. Moreover, one has m(ρ) = l/r.
(b) The same statement is true if we replace "cuspidal" with "square integrable" in (a). Moreover we have
and δ verify the Shintani relation.
There is a (unique) tempered σ-stable representation τ E of GL n (E) such that τ E and τ verify the Shintani relation.
(ii) If T is an irreducible σ-stable tempered representation of GL n (E), then there is a tempered representation τ of GL n (F ) such that T and τ verify the Shintani relation.
The proof of this Theorem in [AC] is written only for prime l (so that m(ρ) is always 1 or l) but works in general. For a tempered representation τ of GL n (F ), we say that the representation τ E provided by the Theorem A (c) (i) is the base change, and also the Shintani lift, of τ . Using the Langlands classification, Arthur and Clozel define an abstract base change for any irreducible
is the Shintani lift (from (c) (i)) of τ i for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Here we say that π E (the base change of π) is a Shintani lift of π if π E and π satisfy the Shintani relation. Thus it is automatic for tempered π, but that is NOT always true in general, as explained in our example after Proposition 6.5. When π E is a Shintani lift of π, we also say that π has a Shintani lift. Our goal is to provide many classes of representations of GL n (F ) which do have a Shintani lift.
Theorem B. Every irreducible spherical unitary representation of GL n (F ) has a Shintani lift which is an irreducible spherical unitary representation of GL n (E). Every irreducible spherical unitary representation of GL n (E) is the Shintani lift of an irreducible spherical unitary representation of
That is proved in [AC] (I. 4, III.1) using base change for spherical functions. We give here a straightforward proof (see section 6 for the proof and an explicit form of this Shintani lift).
The original local results of this paper are the following. If π is a smooth representation of G F (or G E ), we say π is elliptic if π is irreducible and the character χ π of π does not vanish identically on the elliptic set, i.e. trπ(f ) is not identically null on functions f with support in the elliptic set.
Theorem C.
(a) Let ξ be an elliptic representation of GL n (F ). Set r := l/m(ξ). Then there exists a σ r -stable elliptic representation ξ ′ of GL n r (E) such that
is a Shintani lift of ξ. All the representations of GL n (F ) with Shintani lift ξ E are up to isomorphism the elements of X ξ . One has r(ξ E ) = r.
be a representation of GL n (E), where ξ ′ is an elliptic representation of GL n r (E) such that r(ξ ′ ) = r. Then Ξ is the Shintani lift of some elliptic representation ξ of GL n (F ). Moreover, one has m(ξ) = l/r and the representations with Shintani lift Ξ are up to isomorphism the elements of X ξ .
Theorem D.
(a) Let δ be a square integrable representation of GL n (F ) and let
be the Shintani lift of δ to GL n (E) like in Theorem A. Let k be a positive integer and set π := u(δ, k). Then m(π) = m(δ) = l/r and
(b) Every unitary irreducible representation τ of GL n (F ) has a Shintani lift T to GL n (E). Every unitary irreducible σ-stable representation T of GL n (E) is the Shintani lift of some unitary irreducible representation τ of GL n (F ). The representation τ is generic if and only if T is generic.
The case F ≃ R. In the case F ≃ R and E ≃ C, Theorems A, C and D are still true (for B, the notion of spherical representation does not make sense). In this case l = 2 and so m, r ∈ {1, 2}. Moreover, cuspidal representations exist only in the case n = 1, square integrable representations exist only if n ∈ {1, 2}, elliptic elements exist in the case n ∈ {1, 2} and then the elliptic representations are the essentially square integrable ones and the finite dimensional ones.
Notation and basic facts (global)
Let F be a number field and n a positive integer. For every place v of F we let F v be the v-adic completion of F. For each place v we fix an absolute value | | v on F v , normalized as before if v is finite, and equal to the usual absolute value (resp. the square of the modulus) if
We then endow G F,v with the Haar measure such that the volume of K F,v is one. If v is infinite, we fix a Haar measure dg v on G F,v .
Let GL n (A F ) be the adèle group of GL n (F) with respect to the K F,v . We denote | | A F the absolute value on A F which is the product of the local absolute values. If we see F as a subring of A F (by diagonal embedding), then elements of F × have absolute value 1. We endow GL n (A F ) with the Haar measure dg which is the product of local Haar measures dg v .
We consider GL n (F) as a subgroup of GL n (A F ) via the diagonal embedding. Then GL n (F) is a discrete subgroup of the locally compact group GL n (A F ).
Let Z be the center of GL n , Z(F) the center of GL n (F). For every place v, let Z F,v be the center of G F,v . For every finite place v of F, let dz v be a Haar measure on Z F,v such that the volume of Z F,v ∩ K F,v is one. For infinite places v, fix a Haar measure dz v on Z F,v . The center Z(A F ) of GL n (A F ) is the restricted product of the Z F,v with respect to the Z F,v ∩ K F,v . On Z(A F ) we fix the Haar measure dz which is the product of the measures dz v . On Z(A F )\GL n (A F ) we consider the quotient measure dz\dg.
we have a well-defined measure dḡ coming from dz\dg. The measure of the whole space
where f (ḡ) is the complex conjugate of f (ḡ).
We consider the representation R ω of GL n (A F ) by right translations on this space. We call a representation of GL n (A F ) a discrete series if it is an irreducible subrepresentation (irreducible stable Hilbert subspace) of such a representation R ω for any unitary character ω of Z(A F ) trivial on Z(F). The underlying automorphic representation ([BJ]) is irreducible. We call such an automorphic representation automorphic discrete series. They can be either cuspidal or residual. Recall that a discrete series Π is a completed Hilbert tensor product of local Hilbert unitary representations Π v , and the underlying automorphic representation Π ∞ is the restricted tensor product of representations Π ∞ v , where Π ∞ v is the (G, K)-module of Z(G)-finite and K-finite vectors in Π v if v is infinite, and is the space of smooth vectors in Π v if v is finite.
Let L(F) be the set of Levi subgroups of GL n (F) given by block matrices as in the local setting. For k dividing n, let L F,k be the Levi subgroup of GL n (F) given by block diagonal matrices with k blocks of the same size (which is n/k). By abuse of notation, if L ∈ L(F), we will denote by the same letter L the corresponding Levi subgroup of GL n (A F ) when no confusion may occur.
Moeglin and Waldspurger gave ([MW1] ) the classification of automorphic discrete series in terms of automorphic cuspidal representations. If k|n and ρ is an automorphic cuspidal representation of
2 ρ) has a unique irreducible quotient M W (ρ, k) which is an automorphic discrete series of GL n (A F ) (see [La2] for the definition of parabolic induction and quotient for global representations). Given an automorphic discrete series δ of GL n (A F ) there exist k|n and an automorphic cuspidal representation ρ of GL n/k (A F ) such that δ is isomorphic to M W (ρ, k). This is the Théorème on page 606, [MW1] . Let us show that δ actually determines k and the class of ρ. We show it together with the strong multiplicity one theorem for discrete series.
This result is known to hold for cuspidal representations, i.e. the case k = k ′ = 1 ( [Sh] , [P-S] ). Let v be a finite place of F. If δ = M W (ρ, k), then by construction (see below some detail in the proof of Proposition 4.1). δ v = u(ρ v , k), where ρ v is the local component of ρ at the place v, which is known to be generic by [Sh] .
, where ρ ′ v is the local component of ρ ′ at the place v. The Tadić classification of unitary representations and the fact that a unitary generic representation is an irreducible product of essentially square integrable represen-
So the strong multiplicity one theorem for automorphic discrete series follows from the strong multiplicity one theorem applied to the cuspidal representations ρ and ρ ′ . Let δ = M W (ρ, k) be a discrete series of GL n (A F ). We then have the multiplicity one theorem for automorphic discrete series:
This is the Théorème of [MW1] page 606, combined with the fact that δ determines k and ρ.
Let E be a cyclic extension of F. Adopt the same notation for E as for F. Put l = [E : F] and choose a generator σ of the Galois group Gal(E/F) of E/F. Let v be a place of F and set E v = E ⊗ F F v . Then E v decomposes naturally as the product w|v E w , where w runs through the places of E above v, and Gal(E/F) acts F v -linearly on E v , permuting the E w . More precisely, the extensions E w /F v all have the same degree d and l = da, where a is the number of places w above v; the stabilizer of E w in Gal(E/F) is generated by σ a . We can choose notation so that E v is the product 
If that is the case, we can take
is the normalized σ a -intertwining operator of Π 1 , we call I the normalized σ-intertwining operator of Π (it is readily verified that it does not depend on the identifications
The notions of matching functions and Shintani lift readily extend to the case of cyclic F v -algebra E v (see [AC] I, 5, and more explanation in [HL] ). If Π is an irreducible σ-stable representation of GL n (E v ) written Π = Π 1 ⊗ Π 2 ⊗ ... ⊗ Π a as above, then Π is a Shintani lift of π if and only if, for i = 1, 2, ..., a, Π i is a Shintani lift of π, with respect to the generator σ a of Gal(E i /F v ); as Π is σ-stable, it is enough to verify that Π 1 is a Shintani lift of π with respect to σ a . Now
we will view the φ i as functions on GL n (E 1 ) via the isomorphism σ i−1 : E 1 → E i and associate to φ v the functionφ v := φ 1 * φ 2 * ... * φ a ∈ H(GL n (E 1 )) (where * is the convolution product). We then say φ v and f v match ifφ v and f v match in the sense of section 2.5 (see [HL] I.2.5, I.2.9 for details).
The Galois group Gal(E/F) acts on GL n (A E ), hence also on its unitary or admissible representations. As in the local setting, if Π is such a representation, Π σ will be the representation on the same space given by g → Π(σ(g)). Also, Gal(E/F) acts on functions from GL n (A E ) to C. As in the local setting, if Π is a representation of GL n (A E ) by right translations on some space V of functions from GL n (A E ) to C, we let σV = {f •σ|f ∈ V } an σΠ be the representation of GL n (A E ) by right translations in σV . Note that the map f → f •σ, V → σV , is an isomorphism of Π σ onto σΠ. This applies, for example, to the representation
, ω) occurs with multiplicity one. So, if (Π, V ) is such a component and Π ≃ Π σ then actually V = σV and f → f • σ gives an isomorphism of Π σ onto σΠ = Π. The operator σ −1 : f → f • σ −1 is called the "physical" operator between Π and Π σ . But we also have a normalized σ-intertwining operator I Π coming from the local setting, as we now explain. For each place v of F, let Π v be the local component of Π at v. It is an irreducible unitary representation of GL n (E v ) = Π w|v GL n (E w ), well defined up to isomorphism. Choose an isomorphism ι of⊗ v Π v onto Π where⊗ stands for the completed restricted tensor product (restricted with respect to the choice of a unitary spherical vector e v in Π v for almost all finite places v, see [Fl1] ). As Π is isomorphic to Π σ , we also have Π v ≃ Π σ v for each place v of F, so we get an associated normalized σ-intertwining operator I Πv ; it is unitary and stabilizes e v for almost all v (see above, Section 2.2). So ⊗ v I Πv has a unique extension to a unitary operator⊗ v I Πv on⊗ v Π v which transfers via ι to the operator I Π : Π → Π σ , which does not depend on the choice of ι (nor on the choice of e v 's).
Proof. The case where Π is cuspidal is known: indeed it is present behind the scene in [AC] . We give an argument, based on [Sh] .
Let Π sm be the image by ι of 
where we have chosen a non-trivial character ψ of A F /F and put ψ E = ψ • tr E/F , defining Θ ψ F as in the local case, and we have chosen a Haar measure du on U (A E ). By (loc. cit.) Λ is factorisable i.e. Λ • ι is the tensor product ⊗Λ v of local Whittaker functionals Λ v with respect to ψ Ev = ψ E |Ev . Since Haar measures on U (A E ) are σ-invariant and Θ ψ E is σ-invariant too, we have Λ(f ) = Λ(f • σ −1 )for f in the space of Π sm . On the other hand, the normalized σ-intertwining operator I v on Π ∞ v or Π sm v is the unique one such that Λ v • I v = Λ v . So we get that ⊗I v transports to the physical operator on Π sm and, by density, on Π.
To treat the case of residual Π, we need to recall the construction by Jacquet ([Ja]) of such representations.
Jacquet's construction starts with a strict divisor r of n, n = ra, and a cuspidal automorphic representation Σ ∞ of GL r (A E ) on a space, say V ∞ , of functions on GL r (E)\GL r (A E ). Jacquet assumes in fact, in the ambiguous "we may arrange" ([JS], p. 187, line -4) that the central character of Σ ∞ is trivial on the subgroup R × + of A × E , where A × E is seen as the center of GL r (A E ) and R × + is embedded diagonally at the infinite places of E. We assume that condition for the moment -we shall say at the end what to do in the general case.
Write M for the block diagonal Levi subgroup of GL n with blocks of size r (so M is the Levi subgroup L F in the above notation), P for the corresponding upper triangular parabolic subgroup, and U P for the unipotent radical of P . Jacquet considers the automorphic representation of GL n (A E ) automorphically induced from Σ ∞ ⊗ Σ ∞ ⊗ ... ⊗ Σ ∞ , which he realizes in a space F of functions f on GL n (A E ) which are K-finite (where K is the product over all places w of E of the usual maximal compact subgroup K w of GL n (E w )) left-invariant under U P (A E ) and P (E) and such that for each k in K the function m → f (mk) on M (A E ) belongs to the space V ∞ ⊗ V ∞ ⊗ ... ⊗ V ∞ of automorphic forms on M (A E ). For s ∈ C a one forms an Eisenstein series
That Eisenstein series converges absolutely in an open cone in C a and extends to a meromorphic function of s. Jacquet specifies a meromorphic function u(s) (independent of f and whose exact value is irrelevant for us) such that u(s)E(g, s, f ) is holomorphic at e := (
2 ) (entries decreasing by 1) and such that, varying f , we get upon evaluation at s = e the desired space of automorphic functions on GL n (A E ), spanning the automorphic discrete series Π ∞ attached to Σ ∞ . This process gives a GL n (A E )-intertwining operator between the space F e of functions g → f (g) exp(< H P (g), e + ρ >) and Π ∞ . We write Res for the resulting map F e → Π ∞ .
For a place w of E, let Σ w be the local component of Σ ∞ at w, V w the space of Σ w , and form
Ew Σ w of GL n (E w ). Jacquet identifies the local component Π w of Π ∞ at w as the Langlands quotient of R w (note that that quotient is the representation u(Σ w , a); we used that in the proof of the fact above). As [Ja] is very elliptic, we give enough detail to follow the action of the σ-operator.
Let J be an isomorphism of ⊗ w Σ w onto Σ ∞ , so that J is a linear isomorphism of ⊗ w V w onto the space V ∞ of Σ ∞ . An element φ w of R w is a function GL n (E w ) → V w ⊗ V w ⊗ ... ⊗ V w satisfying some extra conditions. To an element φ = ⊗φ w of ⊗ w R w we associate a function
where the product is taken in C). This process results in an isomorphism Φ of ⊗ w R w onto F e , as automorphic representation of GL n (A E ). Composing with Res gives a surjective GL n (A E )-equivariant map ⊗ w R w → Π ∞ . The local component Π w of Π ∞ at w can then only be the Langlands quotientR w of R w , and the GL n (A E )-equivariant map ⊗ w R w → Π ∞ factors through an isomorphism ⊗ wRw ≃ Π ∞ . Now assume that Π is σ-stable. That happens exactly when Σ is σ-stable, by the uniqueness result of Moeglin and Waldspurger. We clearly have Res(f • σ −1 ) = Res(f ) • σ −1 for f ∈ F e . For each place w of E, let I w be the normalized σ-intertwining operator on Σ w , and I w the σ-operator on R w obtained by the parabolic induction procedure from I w (using our previous notation, I w = I σ (Σ w )). Then I w induces the normalized σ-intertwining operator onR w . Thus, it is enough to prove that for φ = ⊗ w φ w in ⊗ w R w , we have (g w )) ). By the cuspidal case already treated, J • (⊗ w I w ) is I • J, where I is the physical operator on V ∞ , so we get Φ ⊗wIwφw (g) = (I ⊗ I ⊗ ... ⊗ I)(Φ ⊗φw (σ −1 (g)). Composing with evaluation in 1, we find
, which is what we wanted.
The result for Π follows by density from the result on Π ∞ . Finally, when the central character of Σ is not trivial on R × + , there is some complex number t such that the central character of Σ ′ = | | −t E Σ (realized in the space of functions g → | det g|
If Π ′ is the discrete series attached to Σ ′ by the above procedure, then Π = | | t E Π ′ is the one attached to Σ -it is realized in the space of functions g → | det | t E φ(g), φ in the space of Π ′ . From the case of Π ′ established above, one deduces right away that the normalized σ-intertwining operator on Π is equal to the physical operator.
Results (global)
Let E/F be a cyclic extension of number fields of degree l as before. Let X(E/F) be the group of characters of A × F trivial on F × N E/F (A × E ). By class field theory, X(E/F) is isomorphic to the dual of Gal(E/F), hence is cyclic of order l. We fix a generator χ of this group. If π is a discrete series of G(A F ), we set X π for the set of isomorphism classes φπ where φ runs over X(E/F). We let m(π) be the cardinality of X π . If Π is a discrete series of GL n (A E ), we let X Π be the set of isomorphism classes Π x where x runs over Gal(E/F) and we let r(Π) be the cardinality of X Π . Then r(Π) is the smallest positive integer r such that Π σ r ≃ Π.
If π is an automorphic discrete series of GL n (A F ) and Π is a σ-stable irreducible automorphic representation of GL n (A E ), we say Π is a Shintani lift of π if, for every place v of F, Π v is a Shintani lift of π v .
The following theorem has already been proved for cuspidal representations by Arthur and Clozel ([AC] ).
Theorem E.
(a) Let π be an automorphic discrete series (resp. cuspidal) representation of GL n (A F ). Set r := l m(π) . Then n is divisible by r and there exists a unique σ r -stable discrete series (resp. cuspidal)
is a σ-stable automorphic representation of GL n (A E ) and a Shintani lift of π. Moreover, r(π ′ ) = r.
be a representation of GL n (A E ), where π ′ is a discrete series (resp. cuspidal) representation of GL n r (A E ) such that r(π ′ ) = r. Then Π is the Shintani lift of some discrete series (resp. cuspidal) representation of GL n (A F ).
Remark. The fibers of the lift can easily be described as in the local setting, following [AC] or [He1] .
Proofs
Until Section 6.5, E/F is an extension of local fields . 6.1. Shintani lift for characters and twists. Let X(GL n (F )) (resp. X(GL n (E))) be the group of smooth characters of GL n (F ) (resp. of GL n (E)). If F is non-Archimedean, let X 0 (GL n (F )), X 0 (GL n (E)) the subgroups of unramified characters. Recall the characters χ ∈ X 0 (GL n (F )) are of the form g → | det g| z F , with z a complex number determined by χ up to 2iπ ln q F Z.
Proposition 6.1. (a) Every character χ ∈ X(GL n (F )), has a Shintani lift χ E ∈ X(GL n (E)) defined by χ E (g) = χ(N g). The normalized σ-intertwining operator is identity.
The lift is a surjective group morphism from X 0 (GL n (F )) to X 0 (GL n (E)).
(c) If χ ∈ X(GL n (F )) and π is an irreducible representation of GL n (F ) which has a Shintani lift Π to GL n (E), then χπ has a Shintani lift χ E Π.
Proof. (a)
In the Example at the end of Section 2.2 we explained why the normalized σ-intertwining operator of χ E is identity. One checks directly that the Shintani relation holds by the very definition of χ E .
(
The rest is obvious.
(c) is clear, we have already noted (end of Section 2.2) that the normalized σ-intertwining operator is the same for Π and χ E Π.
6.2. Shintani lift for products of representations. In the following we will study the lift of an irreducible product of representations (Proposition 6.5 below). It is more complicated than in the case where the representations are generic.
Let τ i , i ∈ {1, 2, ..., k}, be an essentially tempered representation of 
is commutative.
Proof. (a) N s is the evaluation at z = (e 1 , e 2 , ..., e k ) of a product a s M s where M s -the unnormalized intertwining operator -depends meromorphically on z = (z 1 , z 2 , ..., z k ) ∈ C k and a s -the normalizing factor -is a meromorphic function of z. Precisely we have:
where the product is taken over inversions in s, that is over pairs of integers (i, j), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k such that s(i) > s(j). The L− and ε− factors are those defined by Shahidi [S1] or Jacquet, PiatetskiShapiro and Shalika [JP-SS] (they are the same by [S2] ). Here ψ E = ψ•tr E/F where ψ is a non-trivial character of F . The L− and ε− factors for pairs depend only on the isomorphism classes of the representations involved -indeed they are defined using their Whittaker models with respect to ψ E -so the normalizing factor a s (z) stays the same if we replace each τ i by σ(τ i ).
On the other hand the unnormalized intertwining operator M s (z) is given by an integral, which we now recall.
We let L be the block-diagonal subgroup of GL n with consecutive blocks of size
Let P be the upper block-triangular parabolic subgroup of GL n with Levi component L, and U its unipotent radical.
Gather the vectors in the canonical basis (v 1 , v 2 , ..., v n ) of E n in successive strings S 1 , S 2 , ..., S k , of size d 1 , d 2 ,...,d k and let w = w s be the permutation S s −1 (1) , S s −1 (2) , ...., S s −1 (k) of this basis (permute strings keeping the same order inside a given string); we also write w for the corresponding permutation matrix of GL n (E). For example, when k = 2 and s = (1, 2), w is the matrix 0
Let P ′ be the upper block-triangular subgroup with Levi component L ′ and U ′ its unipotent radical. Let f be a function in the space
where φ z is the representation
Moreover, φ is left invariant under wU w −1 , so that we can consider the integral
where du ′ is an invariant measure on the quotient. It is proved by Shahidi [S2] that this integral converges when z is in some open subset of C k and can be extended meromorphically to the whole of C k , yielding an intertwining operator
Since the Haar measure du ′ is σ-invariant, the intertwining operator M s (z) commutes with σ. This proves (a).
(b) Assume now each τ i is σ-stable and comes with its normalized σ-intertwining operator I gen τ i :
are given by J(f )(g) = I(f (g)) and J s (h)(g) = I(h(g)) for functions f ∈ D and h ∈ D s . We have to show that the diagram
We have to "check the diagram for z where integrals converge". Notice that J and J s are compatible with the identification of spaces V z through restriction to K E . We have already noted that the operator a s (z) does not change when we replace the τ i by σ(τ i ). Moreover, for g ∈ GL n (E) and f ∈ D, one has, for z where integrals converge:
(we used the fact that I is linear and commutes with integrals). That shows that the diagram is commutative by unique meromorphic extension property.
For the definition of the p.i.m.o. in the next Lemma see Section 2.2.
Proposition 6.3. Let τ i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, be essentially tempered representations of GL n i (E) such that i n i = n, and assume all τ i are σ-stable. Then the σ-operator on π := Lg(τ 1 , τ 2 , ...τ k ) obtained from the normalized σ-intertwining operator of τ 1 ⊗ τ 2 ⊗ ... ⊗ τ k by p.i.m.o. is the normalized σ-intertwining operator I π of π.
Proof. Let us take, in the previous Lemma, D s to be τ 1 × τ 2 × ... × τ k in this order (and D the product in standard order). Then the intertwining operator N s is known to contain π in its image (theory of the Langlands quotient), with multiplicity one. It induces (as explained in the Appendix, in the paragraph just after the Remark) an intertwining operatorÑ s of π. By definition, the normalized σ-intertwining operator I π of π is the intertwining operator between π and π σ obtained by restriction of σ −1 • J. The operator σ −1 • J s induces also by restriction an intertwining operator of π with π σ (see the Appendix) which we denote I(π). The preceding Lemma impliesÑ s I πÑ −1 s = I(π), so I(π) is the normalized σ-intertwining operator of π by Lemma 2.2.
Let now Π 1 and Π 2 be two irreducible representations of GL n 1 (E) and GL n 2 (E), n 1 + n 2 = n,
be standard representations such that Π 1 is the Langlands quotient of D 1 and Π 2 is the Langlands quotient of D 2 -it is understood that the τ i , τ ′ i are essentially tempered representations.
′ is in standard order. Let D be the standard representation which is the ordered product of the elements of (τ ′′ s(i) ) 1≤i≤k+k ′ . By transitivity of the parabolic induction, we have D 1 × D 2 = D s . In [Ta3] , Prop. 2.2 and 2.3, it is shown that, in general, Π 1 × Π 2 has always, even if not irreducible, an irreducible subquotient isomorphic to the Langlands quotient of D. In particular, here, Π 1 × Π 2 is isomorphic to the Langlands quotient of D.
Assume that Π 1 and Π 2 are σ-stable. Then all the τ ′′ i are σ-stable. Proposition 6.3 implies that the normalized σ-intertwining operator of Π 1 × Π 2 is equal to the σ-operator on Π 1 × Π 2 obtained from the normalized σ-intertwining operator I We have proved the Proposition 6.4. Let Π 1 and Π 2 be two σ-stable irreducible representations of GL n 1 (E) and GL n 2 (E) such that Π 1 × Π 2 is irreducible. Then I Π 1 ×Π 2 is obtained by the parabolic induction procedure from I Π 1 ⊗ I Π 2 .
As a consequence, we get the following important proposition:
Proposition 6.5. Let π 1 and π 2 be two irreducible representations of GL n 1 (F ) and GL n 2 (F ). Let Π 1 and Π 2 be irreducible σ-stable representations of GL n (E) such that Π i and π i verify the Shintani relation for i = 1, 2. Assume that π 1 × π 2 and Π 1 × Π 2 are irreducible. Then Π 1 × Π 2 and π 1 × π 2 verify the Shintani relation.
Proof. By a result of Clozel ([Cl] Theorem 2), π 1 × π 2 and Π 1 × Π 2 verify the Shintani relation for the intertwining operator σ −1 (I Π 1 × I Π 2 ). We have just proved that this is also the normalized σ-intertwining operator of Π 1 × Π 2 (proposition 6.4).
Example. Notice that Proposition 6.5 applies well to unitary representations, as their product is always irreducible. When the product of the lifts is not irreducible awkward things may happen. For example, consider the standard irreducible representation | | F × χ of GL 2 (F ), where χ is the generator of X(E/F ) we fixed. The lift of | | F is | | E , and the lift of χ is 1. It turns out that | | E × 1 is reducible (and each irreducible subquotient -a character and an essentially square integrable representation -is σ-stable and is a lift of an irreducible representation). The Langlands quotient | det | 1/2 E of | | E × 1 is the base change of | | F × χ. But they do not verify the Shintani relation, because the character of | | F × χ, which is fully induced, vanishes on the set of elliptic elements, which always contains norms (every square of an element of GL 2 (F ) is a norm) while the character | det | 1/2 E vanishes nowhere. (As we proved above,
The same proof of Proposition 6.4 implies, however, even when Π 1 × Π 2 is not irreducible: Proposition 6.6. The operator I Π 1 ⊗ I Π 2 induces by p.i.m.o. on the Langlands quotient of D, which appears in Π 1 × Π 2 with multiplicity one, the normalized σ-intertwining operator.
Remark. Assume Π i is the base change of π i , i = 1, 2 and π 1 × π 2 is irreducible. Then D is the base change of π 1 × π 2 . If, moreover, Π i is the Shintani lift of π i for i = 1, 2, Proposition 6.5 shows that if Π 1 × Π 2 is irreducible then D = Π 1 × Π 2 is the Shintani lift of π 1 × π 2 , while the Example above shows that if Π 1 × Π 2 is reducible then D may not be the Shintani lift of π 1 × π 2 .
Shintani lift for spherical unitary representations (Theorem B).
Here F is a p-adic field. As a corollary of the lift of characters and of products, we get the Shintani lift for spherical unitary representations (proved in [AC] by other methods). Indeed, the classification of spherical representations combined with Tadić's classification of unitary representations implies that π is an irreducible spherical unitary representation of GL n (F ) if and only if π is a product
are unramified characters of some GL n i (F ) such that a ∈]0, 1 2 [, b ∈ R, and -for each j ∈ {1, 2, ..., p}, d j is an unramified unitary character of some GL m j (F ), such that 2 i n i + j m j = n.
Moreover, the characters c i , c ′ i and d j are determined by π (up to permutation). The same is true for GL n (E). Gathering Proposition 6.1 and 6.5 we then get Theorem B. The Shintani lift of π is the corresponding product of characters of GL n i (E), GL m j (E). Moreover, a spherical unitary representation π ′ has the same lift as π if and only if Remark on the normalized σ-intertwining operator. The normalized σ-intertwining operator of unramified characters is identity, and the maximal compact subgroup K E is stabilized by σ. It follows by (parabolic) induction that the normalized σ-intertwining operator of π induces by restriction the identity on the line of spherical vectors.
Consequence. We know that local components of automorphic cuspidal representations of GL n (F), F global, are unitary spherical AND generic at almost every finite place of the global field. According to the classification of generic representations described in section 2, all the n i and all the m j are then equal to 1. Now every residual global representation π is such that π = M W (ρ, k) for ρ some cuspidal representation. Hence the local component of π at some place is u(τ, k), where τ is the local component of ρ at that place (section 2.1). So, at almost every place, the local component of π (which is unitary and spherical) is a product like 6.1, such that the n i and the m j are all equal to k. A consequence is that if the local component of π at some finite place v has the same Shintani lift as the local component at v of some other residual representation π ′ , we have π ′ = M W (ρ ′ , k) where the local component of ρ ′ at v has the same lift as the local component of ρ at v. This fact will be used later.
Remark on the non-unitary case. When π is spherical but non-unitary, it is still an irreducible product χ 1 × χ 2 × ... × χ k where χ i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, is an unramified character of some GL n i (F ). If the product χ 1,E × χ 2,E × ... × χ k,E of the Shintani lifts is irreducible, then the same proof gives the Shintani lift of π. The Example following Proposition 6.5 shows the problems arising when the product of the Shintani lifts is reducible. One may easily verify if the conditions for the lift are fulfilled or not, it is just a question of linked Zelevinsky segments. For example, if we say that two lines of characters of GL n (F ) {ν r θ, r ∈ R} and {ν r θ ′ , r ∈ R}, θ, θ ′ unitary characters of GL 1 (F ), are equivalent for base change if there exist χ ∈ X(E/F ) such that θ ′ = χθ, then if the cuspidal support of π is included in a union of non-equivalent lines, the product of the Shintani lifts is irreducible and the base change is indeed a Shintani lift.
6.4. Shintani lift for elliptic representations (Theorem C). In this section we assume that Theorem A (b) is proved. Theorem A is proved in [AC] and requires global methods. We shall come back to it in section 6.6. We assume first F is p-adic, then we treat the case F ≃ R and E ≃ C.
Let τ be an essentially square integrable representation of GL n (E). As recalled in the chapter 2 there exist a positive integer k, k|n, and a cuspidal representation ρ of GL n k (E) such that τ is the unique irreducible subrepresentation of ind
S where L 0 is the standard Levi subgroup of GL n (E) with k blocks of equal size m := n k and S = ν k−1 ρ ⊗ ν k−2 ρ ⊗ ... ⊗ ρ. The standard Levi subgroups of GL n (E) containing L 0 are parametrized by I := P(K) (set of subsets of K) where
is the complementary set of {n 1 , n 1 + n 2 , n 1 + n 2 + n 3 , ..., n 1 + n 2 + ...
If i, j ∈ I and i ⊂ j, then X j is a subrepresentation of X i . Each X i has a unique irreducible quotient π i , the Langlands quotient, denoted here Lg(X i ). It is known ( [Ze] , [BW] X 4.6) that the induced representation X ∅ has exactly 2 k−1 irreducible subquotients, the π i for i ∈ P(K), which appear with multiplicity one. Moreover, π j is a subquotient of X i if and only if i ⊂ j. The elliptic representations of GL n (E) are exactly the representations π i constructed from essentially square integrable representations τ in this way ([Ba2] 2.5). These facts are true also for GL n (F ) and on this group we will use the notations with a tilde (π i for example).
Letτ be an essentially square integrable representation of GL n (F ) and set r = l/m(τ ). Let u := τ × τ σ × τ σ 2 × ... × τ σ r−1 be the Shintani lift ofτ to GL n (E), where τ is an essentially square integrable representation of GL n/r (E) (Theorem A).
Proposition 6.7. Let i ∈ P(K), andπ i be the elliptic representation of GL n (F ) associated toτ and i as before. Thenπ i has a Shintani lift. Its lift is the representation
, where π i is the elliptic representation associated to τ and i as before.
Proof. Let us first treat the case when m(τ ) = l, i.e. r = 1 and τ is σ-stable. We use the notation above. Because τ i is the Shintani lift ofτ i , π (i) = π i is the base change ofπ i . Also, S is σ-stable and generic, and has a normalized σ-intertwining operator I Because τ i is the Shintani lift ofτ i , we have trI X i X i (f ′ ) = trX i (f ) for functions f ↔ f ′ (by Theorem 2 in [Cl] ). Fix functions f, f ′ such that f ↔ f ′ . We want to show that, for all i ∈ P(K),
That follows by decreasing induction on i from the formula:
Let us move now to the general case. Let Θ be the induced representation
where u := ρ × ρ σ × ... × ρ σ r−1 is obviously essentially tempered. By Proposition 8.5 of [Ze] , the representation ν a ρ σ j × ν b ρ σ j ′ is irreducible and isomorphic to ν b ρ σ j ′ × ν a ρ σ j for any 0 ≤ j < j ′ ≤ r − 1 and any a, b ∈ R (because ρ σ j and ρ σ j ′ are not isomorphic, of the same exponent, so they are on different lines). So Θ is isomorphic to
This implies that: -the irreducible subquotients of Θ are of multiplicity one, of the form
ir , where π i j are chosen among the π i , i ∈ P(K),
-for each i ∈ P(K) we have a subrepresentation
by the parabolic induction procedure. By transitivity of the induction functor, the irreducible subquotients of X (i) are the
ir with i ⊂ i j for all j, 1 ≤ j ≤ r. In particular, any subrepresentation of Θ isomorphic to X (i) is equal to X (i) (see [Ze] , Chapter 2, where it is proven that, for a representation with multiplicity free cuspidal support -like Θ -a submodule is determined by the set of isomorphism classes of its irreducible subquotients). So, as
. The π (i) , i ∈ P(K), are the irreducible subquotients of Θ which are σ-stable. Let I Θ (π (i) ) be the σ-operator on π (i) obtained from I X (i) by the multiplicity one property. We have the
, where m(i) is the number of blocks of L i (not to be confused with m(ρ) where ρ is a representation) and the representations τ 1 i , τ 2 i , ..., τ
are essentially square integrable, in standard order. For
. This is an essentially tempered representation, the τ j (i) are in standard order (decreasing with j), and
) (this is a consequence of [Ta3] , Prop. 2.2 and 2.3, because π (i) is the irreducible product of the π σ t i , 0 ≤ t ≤ r − 1, and Fix functions f, f ′ such that f ↔ f ′ . We claim that we have:
a Jordan-Hölder series for the action of GL n (E) via Θ and I Θ (obviously of finite length), meaning that all the submodules in the series are stable both by Θ and I Θ and the consecutive quotients are irreducible for this action (see [Bou] I.1.4.7 for the general version of Jordan-Hölder theory for groups with operators). On the one hand, the trace of
is the sum of the trace on the quotients. On the other hand, by the uniqueness of the composition series (see [Bou] p. 43, Theorem 6) we have that all the π (j) , i ⊂ j, being stable by I Θ and of multiplicity one, appear with multiplicity one in the composition series. Moreover the trace is null on the other quotients : consider an irreducible subrepresentation ε (for the action of GL n (E)) of this quotient U l+1 /U l . Then ε is isomorphic to some
, with the index i j not all equal. Then I Θ sends ε to some different irreducible subrepresentation of X (i) . The quotient U l+1 /U l is the sum of the conjugates of ε under I Θ , and if there is more than one such conjugate and they are permuted by I Θ without fixed point, the trace is null. Now the proof goes as in the case m(τ ) = 1: we have on the group GL n (F ) the relation
and by the same arguments we have trX i (f ) = trI X (i) X (i) (f ′ ). We conclude by decreasing induction on i.
A few words about claim (b) of Theorem C, which is now easy to prove. Let ξ E be as in claim (b); using the preceding construction -and notation -we may assume that ξ ′ =: π i is the Langlands quotient of X i as in the preceding proof. Then τ (i) is the Shintani lift of someτ i by the base change theory in the tempered case, andπ i is an elliptic representation of GL n (F ). The preceding Proposition prove that the lift ofπ i is Ξ = ξ ′ × ξ ′ σ × ...ξ ′ σ r−1 .
Remark. The Shintani lift of an elliptic representation is obtained here by local methods using the Shintani lift of square integrable representations obtained by global methods. Notice that we know (by local methods) the Shintani lift of characters. This may serve as a first step of a proof by induction of the Shintani lift of the Steinberg representation and its twists by characters (by purely local methods). The proof would be similar to the previous one. One has to take ρ a character of GL 1 (F ) (then m(ρ) = 1), reverse the order (X ∅ = ρ × νρ × ... × ν k−1 ρ), invoke Proposition 6.3 to show that the induced intertwining operators on the irreducible subquotients are their normalized σ-intertwining operators and apply the induction for increasing i.
The Archimedean case. The group GL n (C) has elliptic elements if and only if n = 1. In this case all the irreducible smooth representations are characters. They are of the form ξ k,α (z) = |z| α z k for α ∈ C and k ∈ Z. Such a character is stable by conjugation if and only if k = 0. We then denote it simply ξ α .
The group GL n (R) has elliptic elements and elliptic representations if and only if n = 1 or n = 2 (because irreducible polynomials of R[X] are of degree 1 or 2). For n = 1, the elliptic representations are characters. They are of the form χ α (x) = |x| α or χ ′ α (x) = |x| α sgn, α ∈ C, and sgn is the sign character. It is known that (a) induced representations χ α × χ ′ β and χ ′ α × χ β are reducible if and only if α − β is an even integer, (b) induced representations χ α × χ β and χ ′ α × χ ′ β are reducible if and only if α − β is an odd integer.
Let m ∈ N * . If m is even, χ m/2 × χ ′ −m/2 has two irreducible subquotients, its Langlands quotient r(m) and an essentially square integrable representation δ(m). The representation δ(m) is stable by multiplication with the character sign, while r(m) is not. So, after semisimplification, one gets in the Grothendieck group: χ ′ m/2 × χ −m/2 = δ(m) + r ′ (m), m ∈ N * , where r ′ (m) = sgn ⊗ r(m). When m is odd, a completely parallel situation occurs : χ m/2 ×χ −m/2 has two irreducible subquotients, its Langlands quotient r(m) and an essentially square integrable representation δ(m). The representation δ(m) is stable by multiplication with the character sign, while r(m) is not. So, after semisimplification, one gets in the Grothendieck group:
The representations δ(m), r(m), m ∈ N * , are elliptic. Every elliptic representation of GL 2 (R) is (up to isomorphism) a twist of some δ(m) or r(m) with a character. Indeed, all the other irreducible representations are fully induced from characters of the diagonal torus. It is known that r(m) is of dimension m, and r(1) is the trivial representation.
The only interesting cases of Archimedean Shintani lift for elliptic representations are then when E/F is (up to isomorphism) C/R and n = 1 or n = 2. In both cases, the sign characters (i.e. sgn when n = 1 and sgn • det when n = 2) are trivial on the norms. In the case n = 1, the Shintani lifts of χ α and χ ′ α are the same, equal to ξ 2α , and in the case n = 2, the Shintani lifts of χ α • det and χ ′ α • det are the same, equal to ξ 2α • det. This is straightforward checking. So, in the case n = 2, it is enough to explain Shintani lift for representations δ(m) and r(m), m ∈ N * , as the lifts of the other elliptic representations of GL 2 (R) are then obtained by twists with characters. The induced representation ξ m × ξ −m to GL 2 (C) has two irreducible subquotients: the Langlands quotient R(m) and the irreducible subrepresentation ∆(m) := θ ×θ, where θ(z) := z m |z| m (i.e. θ = ξ −m,m ) andθ is its complex conjugate (notice that both characters are unitary). Since the normalized σ-intertwining operators of the characters ξ m and ξ −m are trivial, they induce (see the construction in Section 2.2) the operator f →f on the space of functions of the induced representation, wheref (z) = f (z) for all z ∈ GL 2 (C). This operator induces on the Langlands quotient R(m), by definition, the normalized σ-intertwining operator of R(m), and on ∆(m), because it is generic -Proposition 2.4 -, the normalized σ-intertwining operator of ∆(m). By [AC] we know that the Shintani lift of δ(m) is ∆(m). Then the same method as for p-adic groups (this section) shows that the Shintani lift of r(m) is R(m). See also [La] , chapter 7. 6.5. Separating discrete series. This section is global. If k|n, we denote L k the Levi subgroup of GL n (A F ) of diagonal matrices by k equal blocks. If δ is an automorphic discrete series of GL n k (A F ), we denote δ k the automorphic representation obtained by parabolic induction from L k to GL n (A F ) (with respect to the upper triangular parabolic subgroup as in the local setting) of the tensor product of k copies of δ. As local components of δ are unitary, the induced representation is irreducible, locally and hence globally.
Proposition 6.9. Let π, π ′ be two representations of GL n (A F ) such that π = δ m and π ′ = δ ′m ′ for automorphic discrete series δ of GL n m (A F ) and δ ′ of GL n m ′ (A F ). Let S be a finite set of places of F containing all the infinite places and all the finite places v such that either E/F is ramified, or π v or π ′ v is not a spherical representation. Assume that for every place v / ∈ S one has
, where w is a place of E such that w|v. Then m = m ′ and there exists a character χ ∈ X(E/F) such that δ = χδ ′ and π ′ = χπ.
Proof. Let us write δ = M W (ρ, k) and δ ′ = M W (ρ ′ , k ′ ) with ρ, ρ ′ cuspidal. We will show that k = k ′ and ρ m v and ρ ′ v m ′ have the same base change for every v / ∈ S. All the arguments are in the Consequence, section 6.3. Indeed, δ m v is a product of unitary unramified characters of GL k (E v ), while δ ′ v m is a product of unitary unramified characters of GL k ′ (E v ), hence k = k ′ (by unicity in the classification of unitary representations). As explained in the Consequence, the automorphic cuspidal representations ρ m and ρ ′m ′ have the same lift at almost every place.
We now reason as in [AC] Theorem 3.1, page 201, where the case m = m ′ = 1 is treated. Keeping their notation η and L S , we find, under our hypothesis, that
Since the left-hand side has a pole at s = 1 ( [JS2] ), so has the right-hand side, which implies that ρ ′ = η i ρ for some i ∈ {1, 2, ..., l}; we then get m = m ′ by looking at the order of the pole at s = 1.
6.6. The twisted trace formula comparison. The equality 6.6 below is the main theorem of [AC] . The proof occupies the first 200 pages of the book and is based on previous work of Arthur.
Let F ∞ := F ⊗ Q R be the product v F v where v runs over the infinite places of F. Let µ be a unitary character of F × ∞ . We use the embedding of F × ∞ in A × F at infinite places to realize it as a subgroup of the center Z(A F ).
Let µ E be the lift of µ to E × ∞ = w E × w where w runs over the set of infinite places of E, i.e. µ E = µ • v infinite w|v N Ew/Fv . We use the embedding of E × ∞ in A × E at infinite places to realize it as a subgroup of the center Z(A E ).
Let L(F) (resp. L(E)) be the set of F-Levi subgroups of GL n (F) (resp. E-Levi subgroups of GL n (E)) containing the maximal diagonal torus.
The following formula 6.6 is the formula (4.1)=(4.2), page 203, in [AC] , with σ −1 in place 3 of σ:
where (see also [AC] , page 132):
-ρ L,t,µ is the induced representation with respect to any parabolic subgroup with Levi factor L(A F ) from the direct sum of discrete series π of L(A F ) such that π is µ-equivariant (i.e. the restriction of its central character to F × ∞ equals µ) and the imaginary part of the Archimedean infinitesimal character of π has norm t ( [AC] , page 131-132); ρ L ′ ,t,µ E is the corresponding representation when the field is E.
-M GLn L (s, 0) is the global intertwining operator associated to s at the point 0; we sometimes denote it M (s, 0) when it is not necessary to specify the Levi subgroup;
-the operator σ −1 is the operator f → f • σ −1 in the space of ρ L ′ ,t,µ E which is a space of functions stable by σ (because of the choice of the central character).
-φ and f are associated. This means that φ = ⊗ v φ v and f = ⊗ v f v , where v runs over the places of F, are such that for almost all v where E v /F v is unramified φ v and f v are spherical and b(φ v ) = f v , and for the other places v, φ v and f v match (chapter 4).
Recall, when k ∈ N * and k|n, L k ∈ L(F) and L ′ k ∈ L(E) are the Levi groups of diagonal matrices by k-blocks of the same size
for some k dividing n, and s is a cycle of length k permuting the blocks of L k (resp. L ′ k ). Moreover, it is shown in [AC] , pages 207 to 209, that different cycles of length k give the same contribution, and conjugate Levi subgroups give the same contribution to the trace formula 6.6. So we will compute -both left and right -the contribution of the Levi subgroup L k (resp L ′ k ) and the cycle s k := (k, k − 1, k − 2, ..., 1) then count the number of terms associated to that contribution 4 . If δ i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, are automorphic discrete series of GL n k (A F ), then we let D := δ 1 × δ 2 × ... × δ k be the automorphic representation of GL n (A F ) parabolically induced from δ 1 ⊗ δ 2 ⊗ ... ⊗ δ k (this induced representation is irreducible, because the local component at any place of δ i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, is unitary). Then the representation ρ L k ,t,µ is the sum of representations of the type of D. For our choice of s := s k , the intertwining operator M (s, 0) intertwines the space of 
,µ E in direct sum of irreducible subrepresentations gives rise to a decomposition of its space in a direct sum of subspaces all stable by right translation and which are permuted by the operators M (s, 0) and 
Then, computing explicitly the coefficients (see [Ba1] , page 414) we come to the equality:
where -for k|n, δ runs over the set of automorphic discrete series of GL n k (A F ) such that -δ is µ ′ -equivariant for some character µ ′ of F × ∞ such that µ ′k = µ and -the norm of the imaginary part of its infinitesimal character is t k , -for k|n, ∆ runs over the set of automorphic discrete series of GL n k (A E ) which are 4 Once s is fixed, only some terms, respecting symmetries, do not vanish in the trace formula. With our choice of cycle s := (k, k − 1, k − 2, ..., 1), these terms are of type
-σ k -stable and -µ ′ E -equivariant for some character µ ′ E of E × ∞ such that µ ′k E = µ E , and -such that the norm of the imaginary part of the infinitesimal character of ∆ is t k , -φ and f are associated, -s k is the Weyl element associated to the cyclic permutation (k, k − 1, ..., 1) of blocks.
Simplification.
Set Lemma 6.10. [AC] page 208 (we replaced σ by σ −1 ), specialized to τ = s −1 , gives Let π F be an automorphic discrete series of GL n (A F ). Let S be a finite set of places of F containing the infinite places, the finite places v where, for w|v, E w /F v is ramified, and the places where π F is not spherical. Let V be the set of places of F complementary to S. Let X F,π F be the set of representations π ′ on the left of Formula 6.3 such that π ′ v has the same Shintani lift as π F,v for all v ∈ V . By Proposition 6.9, this set is finite, contains only automorphic discrete series, and is equal to {χ ⊗ π F , χ ∈ X(E/F)}. We denote its cardinality m(π F ) or simply m. Let X E,π F be the set of representations Π on the right such that Π v = ⊗ w|v Π w is a Shintani lift of π F,v for all v ∈ V (i.e. Π w is a Shintani lift of π F,v if w|v). For every Π ∈ X E,π F , fix an isomorphism of Π onto the restricted product ⊗ v Π v , v place of F, and denote, for every place v of F, by I Πv the intertwining operator of Π v with Π σ v induced by the action of σ on Π, which is the normalized σ-intertwining operator of Π v as shown at section 4.
Lemma 6.11. We have:
Proof. Let v ∈ V . Let w 1 , w 2 , ..., w k the places of E dividing v and, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, identify E w i with E w 1 using σ-action. If φ v = ⊗ 1≤i≤k φ k is in the spherical Hecke algebra of GL n (E) v := w|v GL n (E w ), then f v = b(φ) -where φ = φ 1 * φ 2 * ... * φ k -by definition, and if φ i are all spherical, then f v is spherical ( [AC] , page 49). We will apply Formula 6.3 only with this kind of spherical functions at places v ∈ V (and w|v, v ∈ V ). The formula involves then only representations of GL n (A F ) which are spherical (and unitary) at all places v ∈ V and representations of GL n (A E ) which are spherical (and unitary) at all places w|v with v ∈ V . Each unitary spherical representation π ′ v of GL n (F v ), for v finite, admits a local Shintani lift Π v (Theorem B, already proved in section 6.3). For v ∈ V , if φ i and f v are spherical, defined as before, we replace tr(π ′ v (f v )) with tr(I Πv Π v (φ v )). This equals tr(I Πw 1 • Π w 1 (φ)). For v ∈ V and w|v, tr(I Πw • Π w (φ)) = tr(Π w (φ)) (Remark, section 6.3) so the intertwining operators I Πw do not play any role in the traces at these places and the standard method ( [La] , [JL] , [Fl2] ) applies to get the proposition. Now, X F,π F is equal to {χ ⊗ π F , χ ∈ X(E/F)} (Proposition 6.9). If χ ∈ X(E/F) and v is a place of F, the character χ v is trivial on the image of the norm map. Then, for π ′ ∈ X F,π F , the restriction of the character of π ′ v = χ v ⊗ π F,v to the image of the norm map equals the restriction of the character of π F,v . If f is as in Proposition 2.6, the regular orbital integral of f v is zero outside the image of the norm map. We have then:
As a consequence, the left side of the formula is equal to
("The image of norm map" means "the set of elements of G F,v which are conjugate to a norm".)
As one may choose functions f v such that this quantity does not vanish, we have that
is another element of X E,π F , then D ′ is isomorphic at almost every place (all the places outside S)
. By the strong multiplicity one theorem in the automorphic spectrum ( [JS2] ), which says that if two automorphic representations are isomorphic at almost every place they have the same cuspidal support, we have ∆ ′ = ∆ σ i for some i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r(∆). So X E,π F has r(∆) elements, precisely the
The right side of the equality 6.4 is then:
where I v is the normalized σ-intertwining operator of D v , and we used Lemma 2.2 for the equality of traces associated to representations D i , 0 ≤ i ≤ r(∆) − 1. We have proved:
Lemma 6.12. There exist k|n, a square integrable representation ∆ of GL n k (A E ) and a complex number λ D such that, if we set D := ∆×∆ σ ×∆ σ 2 × ... × ∆ σ k−1 , then D v is the Shintani lift of π F,v for v ∈ V and, moreover,
The following lemma will play some role in the proof. Proof. The subrepresentation
, is stable by both σ and M (s, 0). Let us show that σ is a unitary operator. If we set 
Let us recall how, starting from this point, [AC] deals with the automorphic cuspidal case, and then adapt it to the case of residual representations in the next section. We start from Lemma 6.5 with its notation.
Three important steps.
(1) The lemma implies that π F is cuspidal if and only if ∆ is cuspidal. Indeed, if π F is cuspidal, it is generic at a finite place v outside S. Then D is generic at any place w which divides v. Then so is ∆ (easy from local classifications), and an automorphic discrete series with a generic component is cuspidal.
Conversely, if ∆ is cuspidal, then ∆ is generic at a finite place w outside S. Then D is generic at w. So π F is generic at the place v which is divisible by w, which implies π F is cuspidal.
(2) Recall that we are in the situation where we don't know yet the lift of representations other than spherical unitary representations (the other proofs were based on the lift of square integrable representations). In [AC] I Sec. 6, Arthur and Clozel use the simple twisted trace formula to prove first a rough version of the lift of a square integrable representation [AC] , I Th. 6.2.a,b. In the case of a local cyclic extension E/F , let us say that an irreducible representation π of GL n (F ) has a weak lift if there exist a σ-stable irreducible representation Π of GL n (E) such that π and Π verify the Shintani relation. The proof (page 56) does not depend on l being prime or not, and shows that a square integrable representation always has a weak lift, which is a local component of a global cuspidal representation of GL n (A E ). In particular, every square integrable representation of GL n (F ) (F local) has a weak lift, which is a unitary irreducible generic representation. Now every generic representation is an irreducible product of essentially square integrable representations, and every product of unitary generic representations is again an irreducible unitary generic representation.
A consequence of Proposition 6.5 is then: (G) In the local setting, every unitary generic representation π of GL n (F ) has a weak lift Π which is a unitary generic representation of GL n (E). (This is part of Theorem A (c)).
(3) We go back to the relation 6.5. For now, the representation π F is cuspidal or residual. We know r(∆) divides k (because ∆×∆ σ ×∆ σ 2 ×...
We assume, by induction, that Theorem E is true for GL t (F) and GL t (E) for all t < n.
Then, if r(∆) < k, Θ is the Shintani lift of some discrete series θ F of GL nr(∆) k (F). Then π F and the automorphic representation θ k r(∆) F have the same local Shintani lift at every place outside S. By Proposition 6.9, r(∆) = k, which leads to contradiction. So, if we assume Theorem E for t < n, we have, in the lemma, r(∆) = k and so
Following these three steps, one (i.e. Arthur and Clozel, Theorem 5.1 page 212) gets Theorem E for cuspidal representations (actually, the step (1) implies that, if we assume Theorem E for cuspidal representations for t < n, then we still get the relation 6.6 if π F is cuspidal). Indeed, the weak lift for all unitary generic representations ((G), Step (2)) implies (when π F and ∆ are cuspidal, cf.
Step (1)) the equality m = λ D l k from Equation 6.6. So λ D is real positive, and, as it has modulus 1 (Lemma 6.13), we have λ D = 1 and mk = l. Recall r(∆) = k (Step 3).
As a consequence one (Arthur and Clozel, Proposition 6.6 page 58) gets the Theorem A. Claims (a) and (b) are shown using that a local unitary cuspidal or square integrable representation may be realized as a local component of an automorphic cuspidal representation. Claim (c) is then a consequence of Proposition 6.5 and the fact that tempered representation are irreducible induced representations from square integrable representations. 6.7. Shintani lift for local unitary representations and global residual representations (Theorem D and E). The proofs of these lifts are interdependent. From the trace formula (more precisely Formula 6.5) we will get the global lifts of some particular global residual representations. Specialized to one place, that will imply the Shintani lifts of Speh representations. Then we will get the Shintani lifts of all unitary representations, by the local Proposition 6.5. The local Shintani lifts of all unitary representations imply then the Shintani lifts of all global residual representations.
We adapt the preceding method to the case of residual representations. We do not have the result analogous to the step (2), because the local component of residual representations is not generic. So to get the general result we will prove first the Shintani lift for all unitary representations.
To show it, we would like to know that m(π F )k = l and λ D = 1 also for a residual representation π F . But these equalities have been obtained from 6.6 for cuspidal representations because we knew that local Shintani lifts of their local components exist ((G)). We solve these two points below in the following way:
1. We show the relation m(π F )k = l using the construction of residual representations from cuspidal ones and the fact that the relation has been proved for cuspidal ones.
2. Then we will use, first, the relation 6.6 in a particular case when we know k = 1, and, so λ D = 1, to get the local Shintani lift for Speh representations. This implies the lift of all unitary irreducible representations. The local Shintani lift of all irreducible unitary representations then implies, using 6.5, the global lift for all residual representations.
1. Let ρ F be a cuspidal representation of GL n (A F ) and set π F := M W (ρ F , q). Let V be the set of finite places of F where ρ F is spherical and E/F is unramified, and S be the complementary set of places. Let R := ρ E × ρ σ E × ... 2. Let δ be a square integrable representation of GL n (F ), F = R or F = C or F a p-adic field. Assume F is chosen such that, for some place v 0 , F v 0 ≃ F (this is always possible). Let us choose the cuspidal representation ρ F with local component isomorphic to δ at the place v 0 and cuspidal at some other place v 1 . The proof of the existence of such a representation is the same as in [AC] lemma 6.5, page 54. Let S be the set consisting of the infinite places and all the finite places where ρ F is not spherical. Let E be a cyclic extension of F of degree l such that E v 0 ≃ E and E splits at all the places in S\{v 0 } (for the existence of such an extension, Theorem 1.2.2 in [AC] , quoting [AT] ). Then m(ρ F ) = l, because the lift D of π F is cuspidal at places dividing v 1 and so k = 1. Then λ D is 1 in equation 6.7, which becomes: Let us show Theorem E for automorphic discrete series. The local lift of unitary representations, re-injected in Equation 6.6 implies the global Shintani lift for discrete series. Indeed, we now know the local Shintani lifts for all local components. This shows (a).
We prove Theorem E (b). Let Π = π E × π σ E × ... × π σ r−1 E be a representation of GL n (A E ), where π E is an automorphic discrete series of GL n r (A E ) such that r(π E ) = r. Starting with Formula 6.6, we let V be the places v where Π v is spherical and E w /F v is unramified for w|v. Let S be the complementary set of places of F. Let X E,Π be the set of representations Π ′ of GL n (E) appearing on the right side of Formula 6.6 such that Π ′ v ≃ Π v for all v ∈ V . Let X F,Π be the set of representations π ′ appearing on the left side of Formula 6.6 such that Π v is a Shintani lift of π ′ v for all v ∈ V . Then by the same simplification argument we have already used, we get the relation: (6.8)
By the same arguments we have already explained, X E,Π has r = r(π E ) elements, all having the same contribution. Moreover, r(π E ) = k by the assumption before equation 6.6. We get: (6.9)
if f v ↔ φ v . As the right-hand side is not identically zero (locally, the trace distribution of an irreducible representation is not identically zero so we may always find a function φ v such that tr(I Πv Π v (φ v )) = 0)), the left hand side is not identically zero, and X F,Π is not empty. Then it contains at least one element π. By the same arguments as before, we prove that Π v is the Shintani lift of π v . This proves Theorem E (b) for discrete series.
Remark. Shintani lift is well understood for generic, spherical, elliptic and unitary representations (as well as their twists with characters). Proposition 6.5 allows one to lift products of such representations, under some conditions of irreducibility. In his recent paper [Ta4] , Tadić gives a simple criterion to know when a product of twists of unitary representations is irreducible (one implication has been proved by different methods in [MW1] ).
Appendix: multiplicity one irreducible subquotients
Intertwining operators between representations induce intertwining operators between isomorphic multiplicity one irreducible subquotients. This is what we will study in this section. We start with a few definitions in Algebra used in the text.
We need some definitions concerning representations of a general group G. We are only interested here in "complex" representations and we omit the term complex in what follows.
Let (Π, V ) be a representation of G. If U, W are subspaces of V which are stable by Π, we denote Π U the subrepresentation of Π in U and Π U/W the quotient representation of Π U in U/W induced by Π. Then Π U/W is said to be a subquotient of Π. We say that Π has finite length if there exists a finite sequence 0 = V 0 ⊂ V 1 ⊂ V 2 ⊂ ... ⊂ V k = V of subspaces of V stable by Π such that the subquotient representation Π V i /V i−1 is irreducible for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. It is known, [Bou] I.1.4.7, that if Π is of finite length, then for any other such sequence 0
is irreducible for 1 ≤ i ≤ k ′ there is a bijection σ of {1, 2, ..., k} onto {1, 2, ..., k ′ } such that
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Then k = k ′ is called the length of Π. If τ is an irreducible representation of G, its multiplicity in Π is the number r of indexes i ∈ {1, 2, ...k} such that τ is isomorphic to Π V i /V i−1 . We say that τ appears in Π if its multiplicity in Π is ≥ 1. Writing Irr(G) for the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible representations of G, we get from Π a map JH(Π) : Irr(G) → N, where JH(Π)(τ ) is the multiplicity of τ in Π for τ ∈ Irr(G). If 0 → Π → Π ′ → Π ′′ → 0 is an exact sequence, then we have the equality JH(Π ′ ) = JH(Π)+JH(Π ′′ ).
Let Π be a representation of finite length of G and τ be an irreducible subquotient of Π of multiplicity one. Let X be the set of pairs (U ′ , W ′ ) of stable subspaces of V such that W ′ ⊂ U ′ and Π U ′ /W ′ ≃ τ . Choose (U, W ) ∈ X with U maximal. Proof. (a) Let (U ′ , W ′ ) ∈ X. The obvious map U/W → (U + U ′ )/(W + U ′ ) is surjective; as Π U/W ≃ τ , Π (U +U ′ )/(W +U ′ ) is either zero or isomorphic with τ . In the second case, U ′ ⊂ U by the maximality of U . Moreover, W + U ′ = W , so U ′ ⊂ W ; but then τ appears in Π W because it appears in Π U ′ , and this contradicts the multiplicity one assumption. So we are in fact in the first case, where U + U ′ = W + U ′ , and, in particular, U ⊂ W + U ′ . Consider the natural exact sequence:
Now τ appears in Π (W +U ′ )/W ′ because Π U ′ /W ′ ≃ τ , so τ appears either in Π W/(W ∩W ′ ) or in Π (W +U ′ )/(W +W ′ ) . But τ cannot appear in Π W/(W ∩W ′ ) because Π U contains τ with multiplicity one, and Π U/W ≃ τ . Then τ appears in Π (W +U ′ )/(W +W ′ ) . As we have seen that U ⊂ W + U ′ , we get U = W + U ′ by maximality of U , and in particular U ′ ⊂ U . Then the quotient map U/W → U/(W + W ′ ) is an isomorphism, so W ′ ⊂ W . But the quotient map Π U ′ /W ′ → Π U/W is an isomorphism, because both representations are isomorphic to τ , and consequently W ′ = U ′ ∩ W . The final assertion in (a) is an immediate consequence, and so is (b).
